
The term “you can’t teach an old 
dog new tricks,” is old as time. But 
did you know that’s just a myth? 

Dogs are innately good learners. 
Rather, adult dogs are often easier to 
train than puppies as they don’t have 
excessive energy to burn. Older dogs 
tend to have more focus, making 
them quick learners to new routines.  

It’s never too late
Though poor health and age 

limitations can always be a 
challenge for both the dog and the 
owner, it is never too late to try to 
adjust some behaviors of your pet. 
Dogs are known to live within the 
moment, never worrying about the 
past or future. Giving owners the 
opportunity to resolve any annoying 
or destructive behaviors through 
consistent training.  

Most dogs are curious by nature 
and often seek out new experiences. 
Dogs are constantly observing their 
environments and responding to what 
the world holds in store for them. The 
thirst of adventure never leaves an 
older dog. 

Older dogs tend to enjoy bonding 
with their owner above all else, even 
if it’s through training. 

Tips and tricks
Every pet has their own limitations 

and behaviors, it is important to take 
the time to understand your pet to 
figure out what training is best for 
them. 

Another thing to consider when 
training your older dog, is any 
physical limitations they may have. 

Though dogs are great learners, 
if they have a hard time seeing or 
hearing you the lesson will be lost 
on them. Owners should always look 
for alternative ways to best influence 
their pet’s behaviors. 

Below are some things to consider 
when training: 

▪Have a strong sense of friendship 

and trust. 

▪Be patient with your pet and 
respect their limitations. 

▪Training sessions should be 
repetitive and short. 

▪Use compliments and treats to 
keep your pet motivated. 

Below are some easy tricks to teach 
an older pet:

▪Shake or high five.

▪Speak.

▪Stay.

▪Put away toys.

▪Kiss.

Learning is fun
The key thing in making any dog 

learn new tricks is keeping it fun 
and interactive. Training your furry 
companion can not only improve 
their behaviors, but also close the 
bond between pet and owner. 

Tricks often provide mental 
stimulation for your canine friend, 
which can be beneficial for dogs who 
may be suffering from dementia. 
Always keep in mind to pick tricks 
and commands that are within your 
dog’s physical capabilities. 

And remember that you can always 
teach an old dog new tricks!
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Millions of dogs, cats and 
other animals are beloved 
companions to individuals 

and families around the world. People 
often do all they can to keep their 
pets safe and healthy, which includes 
providing nutrition, shelter and medical 
care. They also need to takes steps to 
prevent pets from getting lost. 

The American Humane Association 
estimates that more than 10 million 
dogs and cats are lost or stolen in the 
United States each year. One in three 
pets will become lost at some point 
during its life. Pets that go missing may 
end up in shelters and humane societies, 
potentially facing euthanization if not 
reunited with their owners. Pet parents 
can take various steps to safeguard their 
animals.

License your pet
Pets must be licensed in many towns 

and cities. Licensing establishes a legal 
attachment to a pet. In the event that an 
animal is stolen or becomes lost, having 
that pet license in place can be essential 
to recovery.

Microchip your pet
Another safeguard is to have pets 

microchipped. A microchip is very 
small, roughly the size of a grain of 
rice, and injected just under the skin 
of the animal. The chip’s data can be 
read by a universal device that many 
shelters and veterinarians have in their 
offices. Pet owners should immediately 
update the contact information with the 
microchip company database any time 

their address or phone number changes.

Get an ID tag and collar
Collars are more than just fashionable 

accessories for pets. Collars can be used 
to hang identification tags as well as 
tags indicating vaccination and whether 
the pet is licensed. Should a pet get out 
or break away from a leash while on 
a walk, the pet has a better chance of 
being quickly reunited with its owners 
if he or she can be identified.

Develop a relationship with the 
vet
Annual well visits are an important 

component pet health care. But they go 
beyond that. Vets who are familiar with 

pets and owners may be able to identify 
animals that come across lost pet 
channels. Furthermore, should a thief 
try to parade a pet around as his or her 
own, a vet familiar with a given animal 
can attest to the animal’s true owner.

Be aware of loud noises and 
crowds
Some pets become skittish during harsh 

weather or noises, such as fireworks. 
Extra caution is needed during these 
times, or when company is over, as pets 
may seek to escape the noise. Keep the 
scared pet in a calm room or space away 
from the noise so they can’t dart out the 
door and become lost.

Secure the yard

Check for points of egress that can 
make it easy for pets to slip away. 
This includes fence gates and spaces 
underneath the fence. Block exit 
locations as best as possible.

Spay or neuter the pet

Intact animals may be more likely 
to roam in search of mates. Spaying 
or neutering pets reduces that desire, 
resulting in pets who are more content 
to stay at home.

These are some effective ways to 
prevent pets from becoming lost.

Tips for avoiding any lost pets

If you’re reading this article, there 
is a very good chance you are a pet 
lover of some sort. Whether you 

are a dog person, or cat, or if you prefer 
birds or reptiles, each of us knows the 
love and companionship that comes 
with owning a pet.
Unfortunately, many of us have felt 
the horrible loss when our pets die. 
The grief is real. Faithful Friends Pet 
Crematory in Clovis offers loving 
attention and respect to your pets after 
they have passed. Many of our pet 
owners have said that having the option 
of cremation available locally has 
helped them with some of the toughest 
days of their lives.
Whether your pet dies at home or 

is put down at an area veterinarian’s 
office, we can arrange a pick-up service 
to transport it to our facility on Pleasant 
Hill Highway. If you are working with 
a local vet, please tell them you prefer 
to use Faithful Friends, and then call us 
at 575-404-9600. We will coordinate 
with them and arrange transportation. 
Or you can bring your fur baby to us if 
you prefer.
We have three service options: private, 

semi-private, or communal. The first 
two options ensure you will receive 
only your animal’s ashes back in a 
wooden urn with a brass name plate. 
Faithful Friends Pet Crematory also has 
many custom urns and handmade mini 
urns if you want to keep them close to 
you.

On our website, FaithfulFriendsClovis.
com, we have all the costs of the 
cremation options. The price depends 
on the weight of your animal and the 
service you choose. Our prices are less 
than most crematories because we want 
to ensure that all owners can honor 
their pets after their passing.

Your pets have been your loyal 
companions, and they deserve the 
absolute best. Call us at Faithful 
Friends in Clovis and let us help you 
honor your special family members. - 
Kathy Elliott

Honoring your family 
pets after they pass 

Companion animals typically 
do not understand that certain 
items in their environments 

can be harmful. Pets’ innate curiosity 
coupled with unique aromas produced 
by common household items can put 
them in jeopardy of potentially deadly 
poisoning.
According to veterinary experts 

at WebMD Pet Health Center, an 
estimated 232,000 cases of pet 
poisoning occur annually in the United 
States. In March 2022, the ASPCA 
Animal Poison Control Center hotline 
fielded 22 percent more calls stemming 
from incidents of pet toxicity than in 
2021. The following are some steps 
pet owners can take to protect their 
companion animals against poisoning.
• Don’t leave out human food. Dogs, 

cats and other animals may be lured by 
the sweet temptation of their owners’ 
food. Many food scraps can be toxic 
to pets, including alcoholic beverages, 
chocolate, coffee beans, moldy foods, 
and raisins, among others. Keep the 
kitchen tidy and trash cans (indoor and 
outdoor) secured.
• Be careful with houseplants. While 

they may look beautiful and filter 
indoor air, certain houseplants can 
be toxic to pets if ingested. Before 
bringing any new plants into your 
home, check the ASPCA Toxic and 
Non-Toxic Plant Guide. Lilies may be 
pretty, but they also are quite toxic. The 
smallest nibble can be fatal to cats.
• Keep medications locked away. 

Be sure that over-the-counter and 
prescription medications are locked 
away and cannot be accessed by 
curious pets. Even seemingly mild 
medications, like human pain relievers, 
can be toxic to pets.
• Be safe when spring cleaning. Keep 

pets out of rooms when they are being 
cleaned by chemical products or when 
using insecticides. Wait a day or more 
before letting pets back into the area. 
Store products beyond a pet’s reach 
when they’re not in use.
With diligence, a significant 

percentage of pet poisonings can be 
prevented. Pet owners should do their 
homework about toxic items in and 
around their homes and do their best to 
keep pets safe.

Paws off! Practice pet 
poison prevention
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Charley
Candace Gulley

Voldemort
Matthew Elliot

Baxter
Amanda Zamora

Bebe
Chelzie Sandoval

Buddy
Carson Weese

Elvis
Jacob Reyna

Gramps
Diedre Woods

Hero
Cassey & Jae Williams

Jade
Cynthia Finn

Kingston
The Nunez Family

Koda
Iris Garcia

Lady Quinn
Priscilla Ochoa

Lily-Jo
Allison

Maisey
Ramona Powell

Queso
Hayden Peel
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Ava
Alva Lucero

Cheech
The Leavelle Family

Butters
Chrissy Sena

Charlie
Heather Mares

Bagel
Melinda Burnett

Buddy
Dallas Holt

Axel-Lynne
Doug Underwood

Charlie
Lori Riggins

Buddy
Britney Marrow

Brady Bunch
Sylvia

Cash
Holly Duffield

Caine
Catherine & Phillip

Aurora Grace
Brielle Williamson 

Blayze & Maytor
Roxann Gutierrez 

Bodie
Sharon Walley

Annie
Jay Williams

Apollo & Molly 
Slyvia Rodriguez

Benito
Cindy Chairez

Bambii
Garcia Family

Chico Loco
James & Jeannie Aragon

Chucho
Gabrielle Madrid

Cinnamon
Isaac Aranda

Bear
Marta Quiroz

Dutchess
Amanda & Julio Rubio

Daisy
Jackie Romero

Douglas
Marissa Frausto

Daisy, Chiqulin, 
Charlie, Weenie

Duke
Blanca Duran

Daisy
Mickie Heath

Daisy, Buttercup, Lily, Abby 
Amy Esquibel

Dazey & Coco
Jen Garcia

Dak
Isaac Aranda

E.J.
Cruz Allen

Eddie
Adam Branham

Elvis & Presley
Lee & Sandra Reyna

Hercules
Emily Quinn

Ginger
Lynne & Doug Underwood

Gus & Jasper
Rebecca Lakin & Jerry Oden

Ghost
Jay Williams

Gypsey & Cerinity
Lynsey Nixon

Frankie
Leah Hernandez

Frank
Serena Maloney

Grim & Cami
The Sanders Family

Goliath
Tate Turnbough

Honey
Sara Velasques

Ivan the Great
Cindy Chairez

Ivy
Adia Gutierrez

Cooper
Lena Montoya

Cookie
Veronica Gutierrez

Cookie
Marisela Gonzales

Clementine
Judy Branham

Daemon
Cara Wade

Crowley
Ember Yates
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Juju
Veronica Gutierrez

Kammie
Billy & Katrina Najera

Junior
Jay Williams

Juice
Jaysiah Gutierrez

Jasper
Haley Dockter Jovi, Rosie & Joplin

The Jacobs-Garcia Family

Kingston
Ashley Ramirez

Gracia, Lili, Lil Eddie
Catrina Cruz Allen

Leah
Jessica Griego

King
Marina A. & Damon B.

Karai
Deidre Woods

Kimo
Atanacia Villegas

Lily & Buddy
Carson Weese

Lily Belle
Gary & Teresa Blair

Lily Bear
Scott & Mireya Handy

Leia
Nick & Shawna Chalker

Leo
Lizett Juarez

Lucy
Francisco Robinson

Macy Mae
Marissa Lovering

Lucy Girl
Britney Marrow

Lola
Kat Crockett

Lucas & Lucy
Lorena Chavez

Missy
Korben Kron

Miss Yaya
Chrissy Sena

Mando
Jay Williams

Marina Del Ray
Luptia Rodriguez

Molly Wolly
The Cardonitas

Nala
Tina Smith-Kilmer

Monkey
Victoria Carrizales

Molly Brown
Tanya Kelley

Mitty
Chrissy Sena

Mochi Bear
Scott & Mireya Handy

Nova & Sven
The Hromas Family

Nova
Jenice H.& Hayden P.

Nova
Ashley Pritchett

Nova & Murphey
Mia

Naps & Squirtle
Micol R. & Sergio M.

Naspter
Chelzie Sandoval

Opie
Chande Watkins

Oso
Lesly Garcia

Oscar
Melissa Lucero

Oliver
Davida Pacheco

Nuisance
Carla BuBois

Odin
Jared & Yvonne Gum

Pebbles
Trish Rojas

Pepper
Brenda Lee Hayman

Pearl Jam & Penny LanePadme
Jaden Zatorski

Patrona
Lucille Chavez

Lilly
Kayla Cordova

Maggie Mae
Rose & Jerry Hernandez

Mavis Pearl
Vernon & Krista Jones

Milo
Lauren Boone

Pete the Wonder Dog
Patti Dobson
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Puta
Juanita Sanchez-Encinias

Ruger
Alicia Hardy

Roxy & Loki
Mario Garcia

Ruby
Mia Eloisa

Red
Monica

Roxie Girl
Yasmina

Razzii
Fidel Perez

Ruger & Dig
Lisa Myers

Rosie
Koby Banister

Rosie
Katie Padilla

Ruby
Bethany Cota

Roxy
Garcia Family

Piper Joy
Stephanie Brooks

River & Lilo
Desire Gutierrez

Rocco & Kai
Robbie & Anna Saiz

Phoebe
Sierra Logan

Piggi
Blanca Molina

Riggs
Melinda Ramirez

Remi
Alva & Dale Lucero

Rylie
Jessica Griego

Sasha & Dak
Garcia Family

Sawyer
Diana Hewey

Reyna & Piggie
Cedric & Mariel Cota

Skeeter
The Coles

Sherman
Christina Tatum

Shadow
Kacie Garcia

Seally
Christina Clark

Squirt
Francisco Robinson

Squirt
Natalia Griego

Toby
Landon Villanueva

Stella
Victoria Carrizales

Sticky
Francisco Robinson

Tomasa
Marisela Gonzales

Trigger & Buddy 
Carson Weese

Unique
Jay Williams

Zoey & Coco
Denise Barros

Z-ro
Sergio Tarango

Winnie
Erica

Winchester (Cheesy)
Joey Garza

Zoey
Denae Brown


